Continues to provide candidates with a "tailor-made" alternative to more general physiology textbooks and delivers information designed and written specifically with the trainee anaesthetist in mind.

The book covers the physiology of all major organ systems, with specific emphasis on the nervous, respiratory, and cardiovascular systems. In addition, special sections on the physiology of pain, the physiology of ageing, and the physiological effects of specific environments—all highly relevant to anaesthetic practice—have been incorporated.

The third edition builds upon several new features introduced in the last edition: learning objectives, areas for reflection, and a handy summary of physiological equations and tables. Copious diagrams throughout support the text and aid in the understanding of difficult concepts.

The authors integrate their teaching experience in physiology into the content to improve the understanding of the fundamentals of human physiology in relation to the work of the anaesthetist. This book will remain an invaluable reference throughout anaesthetic training and beyond, as well as a useful revision aid.

**Features**

- Covers content tailored to the needs of the anaesthetist in training
- Includes explanatory diagrams to support the text throughout
- Contains "Reflections" at the end of each chapter which serve as a summary
- Features content based on the very latest changes to the FRCA and the FANZCA syllabi
- Contains a section on "Key Equations and Tables" to aid understanding
- Incorporates expanded chapters on the physiology of pain and the physiology of ageing
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